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ABSTRACT
Project & Goals
Inspired by the NAS ”Adopt a Wrecki” and ”Baltacarii” initiatives, diving club Nousu ry has launched a
”Träskö-project”, which aims at enhancing the public appreciation of Porkkala's unique underwater cultural
heritage through better publicity of ship wreck information, easier diver accessibility and safety on the wreck
sites, as well as preserving these ship wrecks for future generations. The project is frequently reviewed by
Finnish Heritage Agency (FHA).

Location & Sites
Porkkala-peninsula and the adjoining archipelago are the most important maritime archaeological landscape
in the vicinity of Espoo, the city where Nousu is based in. This is mainly due to the shoreline topology forcing Finland’s coastal archipelago sailing routes to meet here with the ones heading for the open seas. Hence a
large number of wrecks are concentrated in a relatively small area, with a wide variety of vessel types from
small boats into commercial traders and naval high seas fleet ships, dating from ancient historical times up to
the 20th century.
Within Porkkala, the wrecks around Träskö-island are among the easiest to reach on all winds and are thus
probably dived the most. There are almost a dozen known wreck sites in Träskö waters, both "historical"
(>100A) as well as recent ones and several which are becoming "historical" very soon. The Träskö waters
typically have a pretty good visibility by Finnish norms, hence also contributing to the popularity among divers.

Tasks & Techniques
The main body of work for the Träskö-project consists of the planning & testing, deployment, documentation
and especially of the maintenance of mooring buoys and guidelines & -signs. This requires a team of dedicated volunteers with long term commitment to spend their time and resources for the project and its continuum. Thankfully, the project can & will build on its predecessors, especially those of Sallamaria Tikkanen
(Linjalaiva Kronprins Gustav Adolf – 1788 haaksirikkoutunut ruotsalainen sotalaiva, 2000iii) in Helsinki and
Hanna Halonen (Mooring Project, 2014iv) at Hanko area wrecks. As one of the primary goals of the Träsköproject is to at least diminish, if not completely protect the wrecks from “diver ware”, the applied techniques
shall not interfere with the wrecks themselves.

Responsibilities
Nousu and the project team therein shall be responsible for the tasks related to the Träskö-project and its
continuum. This may include recruiting other dive clubs etc. joining the project, especially if it is considered
successful and the area is enlarged later on.

Funding & Resources
Nousu ry is willing to carry the risk for the costs as agreed phase by phase, but several public and private
funding sources will be recruited to cover the infrastructure and logistics costs. No labour costs are included
in Träskö-project plan as it relies 100% on volunteers
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Project Plan for Träskö-project
“Establishing an underwater wreck park and mooring buoys for Porkkala
Träskö area historic wreck sites”

Background & Argumentation
Protection of underwater cultural sites from “diver wear”
Scuba diving started to become a global tourism industry branch from the 1980’s onwards and is becoming
more like it in Finland too. There are a number of commercial wreck diving charters operating in Finland,
with several in Porkkala waters as well. However, it should be pointed out, that commercial wreck diving
charters are NOT to blame on the “wearing of wrecks” due to diving, as those invariably practice better seamanship and especially better anchoring habits than the divers going out on their own. Vast majority of the
wreck diving in Porkkala is carried out by small groups of individuals or diving clubs, thus any regulation or
burdening of commercial dive charter operators to protect the wrecks would be ineffective.
The phenomena of “dive site weariness” a.k.a. “diver wear” was distinguished already in the early 70’s on
the Florida coral reefs, hence the Florida Underwater Council was founded in 1972. It took almost a decade
though, to get the threat for popular dive sites recognized by the local authorities and by the fast growing
scuba diver community. In 1987 the Reef Reliefv -initiative was established, initially to coordinate the local
protection efforts of various communities on the Florida Keys. According to early experiences in Key largo
and the studies enabled by the Florida Underwater Council, it soon become apparent, that the most effective
means of protecting the popular dive sites from wearing, were the installation of mooring buoys and prohibiting the use of gloves whilst diving. Thereafter, the similar wearing phenomenon has been observed and the
effectiveness of mooring buoys in mitigating it, has been proofed in various popular diving sites around the
world. This is nowadays considered common knowledge, with thousands of mooring buoys installed at various sites to protect marine environments, both natural and manmade – like ship wrecks.

Enhanced accessibility & safety at the wreck sites
Precise positioning still remains a challenge on the seas, especially in the Baltic, where GPS-coverage is not
the best and where feature rich sea bed makes the interpretation of echo sounder images challenging. It frequently happens even to the most experienced divers, that the wreck fails to be seen, if the ad hoc guideline
shot happens to land outside the wreck. Thus, dozens if not hundreds of wrecks are populated every summer
with makeshift buoys – typically attached to the wreck itself. There is evidence from Hanna Halonen’s
Mooring Projectvi in Hanko area and from Helsinki Underwater Park Kronprins Gustav Adolfvii (GA), which
indicate, that good mooring buoys and guide lines to the wrecks clearly enhance the accessibility of the
wreck and thus popularity among divers.
Experiences from the above-mentioned sites also prove, that adequate mooring buoys and guidelines significantly improve dive safety. The risks associated with anchoring problems like boat drifting away due to
poorly placed anchor or having to commit a free ascent due to “lost” anchor line are evident. Same is however as true for the risks relating to unmaintained guide lines or the complete lack of those. In poor visibility
conditions, which are only too common in Finland’s coastal waters, the guide line reliant navigation on and
off the wreck has no substitute!
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Physical and virtual visitor experience
All the previous argumentation culminates however on the subjective “visitor experience” either "virtually"
in the internet or "physically" at the wreck site. There is an ample amount of positive feedback from the visitors of maintained wreck parks like that of GA and alike. Even for an experienced wreck diver the ease of
accessibility and information provided by the signs and info-boards seems to provide such added value, that
they keep coming back year after year. For a novice diver or for the ones with lesser practice in wreck diving, the wreck park enabled cultural experience is even greater. There are testimonies from divers citing, that
they only got interested in historical wrecks after visiting GA.
Likewise, the websites offering mosaic or 3D images on under water ship wrecks, are also very popular
among the non-diving general public - especially when attached to an interesting story about the site or about
the diver’s particular visit itself. The latter has recently proved to be one of the main drivers for general interest in our cultural heritage through its superdistribution in social media.

Why?
Since the motivation and commitment for the Träskö-project arises from within Nousu, a short answer to
“why” is attempted. There is no definitive answer to it, as Nousu comprises of many individuals and has no
defined public purpose - other than to enable recreational diving for its members. However, there is wide
spread interest in our underwater cultural heritage among its members; many of them participating in the
Maritime Archaeological Society of Finlandviii (Suomen Meriarkeologinen Seura, MAS). Nousu has also acquired a new dive vessel Vuoksi, which better enables tasks associated with the project work. There are also
many experienced divers in Nousu, who have seen just about everything there is to “just see” and are willing
to commit for “diving with a purpose” i.e. volunteer work for the common good. As explained in the previous chapter, much of the work to be done in the project, also serves the recreational diving experience itself.
Not to mention the social aspect of being part of the work, bound to become somewhat famous within diver
community and general public through related PR activities.

Project execution and its goals
Nousu, like many other diving clubs, has previously done similar but uncoordinated work of placing buoys
and guide lines on non-historical wreck sites. Typically, this has been somewhat unplanned ad-hoc activity
and very temporary time wise. Planning or any other documentation as well as organized maintenance has
been lacking for the most part at least.
Inspired by the NAS ”Adopt a Wreck” and ”Baltacar” initiatives, an idea about more organized and persistent, thus more productive activities surfaced, thus the Träskö-project was established. Very soon it was determined that there should be separate projects for the recreational and possible archaeological objectives
respectively. This Träskö-project concentrates on the recreational side, but the infrastructure to be installed
as well as the prestudy information also support an archaeological project, should such be conceived separately.
Naturally, extensive inventory of the surrounding area will be carried out as part of the Träskö-project anyway. Project timeline is ambiguous and will be defined in the feasibility phase as depicted below in figure 1.
However, it should be acknowledged, that the most significant investments and risks relate to the maintenance and yearly up keeping of the once established infrastructure, hence diminishing the importance of the
deployment project time table.
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figure 1. Project flow chart and generic time line

About the location & dive sites
Why in Porkkala and Träskö island waters? Porkkala-peninsula and the adjoining archipelago are the most
important maritime archaeological landscape in the vicinity of Espoo, the city where Nousu is based in. This
is mainly due to the shoreline topology, forcing Finland’s coastal archipelago sailing routes to meet here,
with the ones heading for the open seas as depicted in figure 2. below. Hence a large number of ship wrecks
are concentrated in a relatively small area, with a wide variety of vessel types from small boats into commercial trade ships and naval high seas fleet ships, dating from ancient historical times up to the 20th century.

figure 2. Project areas and intersections of sailing routes
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Within Porkkala, the wrecks around Träskö-island are among the easiest to reach on all winds and are thus
probably dived the most, with many other wrecks in the surrounding area. There are almost a dozen known
wreck sites in Träskö waters alone, both historical as well as recent ones and several, which are becoming
historical very soon as depicted in figure 3.
As such Träskö represents an epicentre of our maritime and archipelago cultural heritage "theme park",
which first realization this project aims to be. Träskö-island is also rich in other cultural heritage remnants, as
for example at least four different navies have established bases there: British, Finns, Swedes and Russians.
Porkkala waters have already been mentioned in our scarce medieval sources and being the narrowest part of
the Gulf of Finland, they the most likely constitute our earliest consistent trade links to south Baltian and
Germanic cultures.
The Träskö waters typically have a pretty good visibility by Finnish norms, hence also contributing to the
popularity among divers. Nousu trip log from previous years shows, that Träskö area wrecks are visited often
and the trips are popular among its members. Last summer, a risk situation was observed as another dive
boat cut the guide line with its anchor, while our divers were following it, thereby causing loss of position for
the divers. Something we hope to prevent happening in the future.

figure 3. The wreck sites and other historical sites in Träskö-area.
The Träskö-island and its surrounding watersix belong to the state as depicted in figure 3. and are governed
by Metsähallitusx, thus making the permission and policy coordination fairly straight forward. The initial
sites to be buoyed are also within the state waters and are far enough from all sailing routes to present any
risk for misinterpretations of the mooring buoys. The depth area varies from shallow (4-5 meters) to moderate 20-30m, which makes the area accessible and interesting to the vast majority of divers, typically classifiedxi as P1 to P2, with maximum advised depths from 15 to 30 meters respectively. The easy accessibility,
protection from waves and shallow to moderate depths, combined with often the best visibility conditions
around, makes this site truly suitable for all scuba divers and even for snorkelers. Once ready, the "historical
wreck theme park" could become of international interest, as diver accessible wooden wrecks are rarely
found in other seas, due to a wood eating sea worm "teredo navalis", which destroys exposed wood on the
sea floor.
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Tasks & Techniques
Träskö-project
The most tangible outcome of the Träskö-project would be similar mooring buoy, guideline and info-board
arrangements for the Träskö area wrecks as in Hanko Hauensuoli and especially in GA. Due to the number
of wrecks, some of which may be reached from the same mooring buoy, careful planning and testing will be
required. The main body of work for the Träskö-project thus consists of the planning, prestudy, testing and
deployment of mooring buoys, guidelines & -signs as well as of the continuous documentation of the project.
Naturally, the long-term maintenance of the park is also a significant contribution and requires a team of
dedicated volunteers, having a fast access to the site (in e.g. loose buoy situations) and with long term commitment to spend their time and resources for the Träskö-project and its continuum.
FHA is and will be consulted in all before mentioned phases and its permission is sought before any permanent installations in the area. The same naturally applies for Metsähallitus and any other officials concerned.
Nousu is also happy to co-operate with other 3rd sector associations as well as with FHA in the realization
and dissemination of the project and its results.
Thankfully, the project can and will build on its predecessors, especially of the work & research of Hanna
Halonen’s Mooring Project at Hanko area wrecks, as well as lessons learned from the GA wreck parkxii.
Since one of the primary goals of the Träskö-project is to at least diminish, if not completely protect the
wrecks from “diver ware”, the applied techniques shall not interfere with the wrecks themselves but deploy
mooring and guideline weights and other fixing points independently. Should any info-boards or guidelines
be planned on/inside the wrecks, a professional maritime archaeologist from the FHA shall be contacted and
permission acquired beforehand.
Most of the resources will be acquired by Nousu, but possibilities for professional mooring weights to facilitate also larger and heavier crafts utilizing them, shall be investigated. Same applies for the mooring buoys
too. Possible on shore information boards about the wreck park or anchoring limitations are planned and
sourced from Metsähallitus and respective authorities. The underwater chains, wires or ropes and info signs
etc. will be sourced in co-operation with the FHA from which, among others, also funding is sourced. Deployment and maintenance dives will be carried out by volunteer divers with adequate training and experience and on their own responsibility, as in any recreational diving activities.
More detailed description of the planned tasks, their priority and schedule can be found from the attached
“Task Roster” table in attachment 1.
On the first park site: Tynnyrihylky wreck
One of the most interesting wrecks within the initial project area, near Träskö's northern reef, is the
"Tynnyrihylky" wreck, named after apparent cargo casks. Based on previous work at the wreck (Teredo
Navalis, 1987), it seems to provide a good example case of a somewhat into the silt buried “pod wreck”. The
questions relating to origins of the ship and its cargo, as well as its intended destination and purpose, remain
unanswered for the time being, as only small-scale test excavation has been performed. The remnants however point to a European (Dutch?) trading ship from our Swedish era, possibly from the 17th or 18th century.
Tynnyrihylky-wreck has recently suffered extensive damage from anchoring into the wreck, as can be determined by comparing the 3D mosaic pictures by Topi Selman (2017) in figure 5. to a drawing by Hannu
Konttinen (1987) in figure 4. below.
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figure 4. Tynnyrihylky wreck by Hannu Konttinen 1987

figure 5. Tynnyrihylky wreck by Topi Selman 2017
This phenomenon affects the Tynnyrihylky-wreck in many ways: It more or less outdates much of the in-situ
studies conducted before 2017, but also gives input for the diver wear aspect of the project. The damage undoubtedly affects the value of potential archaeological research on the wreck, but it also provides a sense of
urgency for the protective measures on this site, as it would undoubtedly continue to be damaged more and
more if nothing is done.
On the first park site: Tykkijolla wreck
Eastwards, maybe 200m from the Tynnyrihylky, lie the remnants of a small vessel known as Tykkijolla due
to a cannon, which can be found in the wreck. Not much is known about this wreck as no research is performed at the site, or at last no knowledge or documentation of such prevails. Our prestudy phase shall include side scan sonar material of this wreck site, as well as diver verification of the potential anchor weight
placement for the descend/ascend buoy. Naturally, our knowledge of the wreck shall increase, as more successful dives will be performed at the wreck site. A mosaic and/or 3D picture is also planned.
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figure 6. small scale replica of a tykkijolla
On the first park site: Alko wreck
Near the Träskö island shore, literally on the reef, from 4 to 8 meters depth lies a mid-size wooden cargo
vessel full of lime stone. According to local tell tales, the ship was named Alko and it has been wrecked in
early 20th century as part of an insurance fraud. Apart from other wrecks on this "first park site", which are
clearly historical wrecks, Alko's historical status needs to be investigated as part of the project. This wreck is
probably among the most visited wrecks in the Gulf of Finland and thus needs also protection from the
common habit of mooring onto its anchor winch.
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figure 6. Alko wreck by Topi Selman 2018
On the first park site: Ruotohylky wreck
Between the Alko and Tynnyrihylky wrecks may lie yet another bottom “skeleton" of a wreck, hence the
name Ruotohylky. Almost nothing is known about this wreck, thus its very existence may be plausible.
However, should there be a wreck or parts thereof, it will become evident during the numerous test and implementation dives within the project. Should something of the sort to be found, it will be documented and
reported within the project in a same manner as Tykkijolla wreck.

Responsibilities
Nousu and the project team therein shall be responsible for the tasks (see attachments) related to the Träsköproject and its continuum for at least an agreed period. This may include recruiting other dive clubs joining
the project, especially if it is considered successful and the area of operation is enlarged to include other
wrecks later on. Nousu shall be responsible for nominating the project manager and named substitutes as
well as manning the various roles in project team. Nousu will also be responsible for applying, managing and
reporting the funding for the project from various sources. Nousu will establish a public website including
contact information like email and phone number (at least office hours) for the project and will be responsible for keeping it all up to date. Nousu will do its best to meet maintenance and up keeping targets to be
agreed on and to react in emergency situations, like in the event of a buoy becoming loose/lost, as well as on
the feedback received from the visitors.
Nousu will NOT be responsible for any human actions on the site(s) whether by project team or by visitors.
Same applies for any equipment, crafts or other material as well as people themselves. All actions on the site
are deemed as recreational diving activities, of which the individuals take full responsibility themselves. This
applies for the implementation of the project as well as to the visits by other divers.

Funding & Resources
Nousu ry is willing to carry the risk for the Träskö-project costs (~3000-5000€/A buoy and anchor weights
being the major factor cost wise) as to be agreed phase by phase. Several public and private funding sources
will be recruited to cover the infrastructure and logistics costs of the project. No labour costs are included in
Träskö-project plan, as it relies 100% on volunteer work. The same applies for the equipment of the individual volunteer divers and for the existing Nousu equipment like boat, compressor etc. The Träskö-project
budget and its respective scope of work are subject to change annually, depending on the success of the latest
funding round. Potential sources for funding are e.g. the various cultural site supporting grants by FHA,
Finnish Culture Fund, city and district cultural funds as well as private foundations like Nurminen or Wihuri
foundations. Some funds may also be acquired via crowd sourcing like Mesenaatti.me and from media companies in exchange for picture, video and other content.

Status of This Document
This is a revised version 2.05 by Markku Luoto dated 15th of May 2018 and is disclosed for FHA, Metsähallitus, Kirkkonummi and other official representatives to whom it may concern. This document and the project it describes are however subject to change, in which occasion a new version shall be distributed for all
known receivers of this current version and of course also by request.
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1, Träskö-project for 2018
Task Roster Table
Task
Träskö project plan

Description
Plan for the scope of work and
its realization. Support for funding applications.
Task Roster update Amend additional items
Initial fund raising FHA cultural heritage year
funding DL 12.3. 2018
Katso-tunnus haku Acquiring Katso-tunnus for
Nousu, which is needed for
funding applications
Task management
Prioritization and scheduling of
tasks and events
Project Manager
Naming the project manager and
contact person for FHA and other affiliates
Land lord permis- Contact Metsähallitus for the
sion
permission and funding for the
project
Nousu Phone
Acquiring a phone number and
phone for Nousu & Träskö project team
Project Website
Establish a project website for
the communication and storing
of project material
Site prestudy
Acquire side scan sonar inventory of the area to be affected by
mooring buoy anchor weights
st
1 site plan
Mooring buoy and guide line
plan for the 1st site: Träskö reef
Test line sourcing
Sourcing enough lines, weights
and buoys for testing the layout
Test implementaImplementing the plan on site
tion & execution
and test diving the various combinations of entry/exit points
and transfer routes (1 trip)
Test report
Documenting the test dives and
assessing the feasibility of the
planned layout
Retesting
If determined necessary due to
large number of changes (1 trip)
Production material sourcing
Production implementation
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Sourcing the lines, weights,
buoys and info-boards for the
production version of the 1st site
Implementing the revised layout
plan for mooring & guides (2
trips)
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Cost

Responsible
Markku Luoto

Status
Draft 1.01 in review

-

All
Markku Luoto

Started
Started

-

TBN

Not started

-

Project team

Not started

-

Nousu board

Started

-

Markku Luoto

Started

10€/kk
(simm)

Nousu board

Not started

-

Nousu board

Not started

500€
(fuel &
oil)
-

Project team

Started

Project team

Not started

100€
Project team
(material)
350€
Nousu & partici(fuel &
pants
oil)

Not started

-

Project team

Not started

350€
(fuel &
oil)
20005000€+
(material)
700€
(fuel &
oil)

Nousu & participants

Not started

Project team

Not started

Nousu & participants

Not started

Not started

Träskö-project

Production documentation
Site maintenance

Dissemination

Documentation and communication of the production version of
the 1st site (web & magazines)
Maintaining the established site
requires at least an end-ofseason trip to remove buoys for
the winter (2 trips)
Creating content for the media
and presentations of the project

v. 2.05

-

Project team

Not started

700€
(fuel &
material)

Nousu and participants

Not started

-

Project team

Not started

Task Execution Table
Date
Task / iteration
18.5.2018 Project website
27.5.2018 Prestudy trip/1
2.6.2018 Test implementation /1
24.6.2018 Test dives /1
30.6.2018 Optional retesting

Execution remarks
wreckpark.eu acquired
and placeholder created

Spend
<30€

Responsible
Markku Luoto

Status
Draft

Markku Luoto
Matti Hämäläinen

Not started
Not started

Markku Luoto

Not started
Not started

Gustav Adolf wreck park mooring buoy
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Attachment 2. First Site Plan (Träskö reef), Träskö-project for 2018
The first Träskö-project site is the “Träskö reef” area on the north side of Träskö island. There are three verified wreck sites (Alko, Tynnyrihylky and Tykkijolla) in the area and at least one suspected wreck site known
as “Ruotohylky” as depicted below. Inventory may reveal more, thus a pre-study of at least side san sonar
material is required, before any major mooring buoy anchor weights are placed in the area.
The target of the Träskö reef project site is to establish mooring buoys and guide lines & signs to the three
verified wreck sites in the area. Should the Ruotohylky, or any other substantial wreckage become verified
during the project, it shall be included in the project plan & target.

Tynnyri
-hylky

Kiinnitys
Mooring
-poiju?
buoys?

Tykkijolla

ALKO

Wreck park
information
board

No
Ankkurointi
anchoring
-kielto
signs?

To protect the wrecks and especially the guide lines and signs, anchoring should be limited to mooring buoys in the wreck park area, hence
“anchoring prohibited” signs should be placed on “Engelsmans Batterigrundet” and “Häggikobben” as depicted above and right.
During the iteration of this project plan several challenges have
been identified:
The first challenge is the placement and number of mooring buoys:
will one between Tynnyrihylky and Tykkijolla suffice or do we need
at least two or even three? And where should they be placed?
Solution: a feasibility test is organized by placing temporary lines (e.g. reels, measuring tapes) between the wrecks and then diving those and assessing the results: was the swim too strenuous for the
divers?
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Second challenge are the guide lines: If there is one mooring buoy, is the swimming distance still feasible for
all the wrecks or should the wrecks also have a diver guide buoy for exit/entry? If yes, then how to make
sure they are not used for mooring? If a guide line is established from the shore, then how to avoid entanglements with anchoring boats. How to protect the guidelines from anchoring damage altogether?
Solution: Swimming distances
are tested as described in previous solution. Diver entry/exit
buoys are marked with diver
flag and signs prohibiting
mooring use. “cable” and “no
anchoring” signs are placed on
the north shore of Remmarudden and Häggikobben. Also, a
”park information board” as
depicted on the right, is established on shore with anchoring
instructions and other information of the “wreck park”.
Third challenge are the anchor
weights for a) the mooring buoys, b)
the guide lines and c) the entry/exit buoys. The first (a) should weigh at least a ton, the (b) line weights several kilos each and the (c) weights tens of kilos to provide ascent help for divers.
Solution: Professional mooring buoys and weights are requested from Liikennevirasto or sourced from
the private sector. Line weights and entry/exit buoy weights are casted or put together from concrete
by Nousu.
Fourth challenge are the info-boards: How to preserve the text & images readable for years? How to make
the direction arrows to stay on the guide lines?
Solution: the texts & images are engraved into the info-boards. Direction arrows are attached with
plastic line ties (nippuside). The guide lines are also tensioned with rubber loop holes used for truck
covers.
Fifth challenge are the on-shore warning and info signs and park description board.
Solution: professional signs are requested from Liikennevirasto or made according to the official model. Metsähallitus permission needs to be acquired. The possibility for Metsähallitus or Kirkkonummi
town establishing the park info board needs to be investigated.
Should the on-shore information boards deemed feasible, a solar panel based webcam installation
should be considered to acquire accurate visitor information, survey the buoy condition and to protect
the wrecks from looting or destructive anchoring.
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Hanna Halonen “Mooring Project” thesis online:
https://www.theseus.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/77469/Halonen_Hanna.pdf?sequence=1
iv

v

More on Reef Relief: www.reefrelief.org

vi

http://www.muinaispolut.fi/sukelluskohteet/hanko-kaapelihylky

vii

More on the Helsinki Underwater Park Kronprins Gustav Adolf (GA):
http://www.muinaispolut.fi/sukelluskohteet/helsinki-kronprins-gustav-adolf
viii

Suomen Meriarkeologinen Seura kuuluu tieteellisten seurojen liittoon ja on yllä mainitun NAS:in virallinen koulutusyhteistyökumppani Suomessa. Lisätietoja: https://www.facebook.com/meriarkeologia/ ja http://www.mas.fi/
ix

The Träskö island and its surrounding waters (kiinteistötunnus:) belong to the State of Finland and are governed by
Metsähallitus.
x

The primarily affected property area is: Träskö/Storlandet: 257-891-1-1
The potentially affected areas are: Batterigrundet/Segelkobbarna: 257-470-2-74, Östra Pärongrundet: 257-470-2-136,
Träskö/Storlandet läntinen vesialue: 257-470-876-1
xi

The Finnish recreational diving association classifies divers into three primary skill&experience classes: P1, P2 and
P3 with advised maximum depths 15, 30 and 45 meters respectively. The classification is NOT official by any means
and many other classifications exist parallel by e.g. various commercial diver education schemes like PADI or SSI.
xii

https://www.museovirasto.fi/fi/kulttuuriymparisto/arkeologinen-kulttuuriperinto/vedenalainenkulttuuriperinto/helsingin-hylkypuisto
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